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Morris v. Mascia, 37 FLW D2170 (Fla. 5th DCA 2012). Injunction against domestic 
violence reversed because parties did not live together and petitioner lacked standing. 

Young v. Young, 37 FLW D2172 (Fla. 1st DCA 2012). Domestic violence injunction 
reversed. Actions of changing husband’s passwords, stealing emails and using them for 
litigation did not constitute cyber stalking as there was no communication. 

Alter v. Paquette, 98 So.3d 218 (Fla. 2nd DCA 2012). Injunction against repeat violence 
reversed. Text messages to ex-girlfriend requesting repayment of money loaned to her 
during relationship do not constitute stalking and do not count as acts of violence. 

Johns v. Johns, 101 So.3d 377 (Fla. 1st DCA 2012). Domestic violence injunction 
entered without providing respondent opportunity to testify about allegations or present 
witnesses remanded for full evidentiary hearing. 

Hernandez v. Silverman, 100 So.3d 272 (Fla. 4th DCA 2012). Trial court reversed for 
dismissing DV injunction without full evidentiary hearing; allegations were pled with 
sufficient specificity and evidence that would have been advanced at hearing could 
have constituted grounds for injunction. 

Ricks v. Dodier, 37 Fla. L. Weekly D2651 (Fla. 5th DCA 2012). Domestic violence 
injunction entered without evidentiary hearing based on stipulation that only provided 
temporary extension reversed. 

Waddell v. DeLorenzo, 105 So3d 591(5th DCA, 2013), Cursing and yelling vague threats 
from a distance without any acts of violence insufficient to support injunction against 
repeat violence. 
 
 
Bacchus v. Bacchus, 38 Fla.L.Weekly D490 (Fla. 5th DCA 2013). Order extending 
domestic violence reversed when it was based upon evidence Husband communicated 
with Wife through third parties, as that is insufficient. However, matter remanded as 
Wife never had opportunity for full evidentiary hearing to determine if permanent 
injunction is appropriate. 

Goudy v. Duqutte, 38 Fla.L.Weekly D1009 (Fla. 2nd DCA 2013). Repeat violence 
injunction based on stalking between a dance team coach and a team participant’s 
father, based on stalking, reversed. There may have been one incident of stalking, but 
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the Respondent had a legitimate purpose for going to team events, his daughter’s 
participation. The fact respondent stared the coach down and “made his presence 
known” is not sufficient to cause a reasonable person emotional distress. Repeat 
violence is defined as “two incidents of violence or stalking committed by the 
respondent, one of which must have been within 6 months of the filing of the petition, 
which are directed against the petitioner or petitioner’s immediate family member. A 
person is guilty of “stalking” if he willfully, maliciously, and repeatedly follows, harasses, 
or cyberstalks another person. And “harass” is defined as to engage in a course of 
conduct directed at a specific person that causes substantial emotional distress in such 
person and serves no legitimate purpose. A “course of conduct” is a pattern of conduct 
composed of a series of acts over a period of time, however short, evidencing a 
continuity of purpose. In determining if an incident causes substantial emotional 
distress, courts use a reasonable person standard, not a subjective standard. 

Baker v. Baker, 38 Fla.L.Weekly D1007 (Fla. 2nd DCA 2013). Trial court reversed for 
denying motion to dissolve injunction. There was a substantial change in circumstances. 
Respondent was sentenced to 30 years and fact he had an active injunction was 
preventing him from being transferred to a penal institution “closer to home”. 

 


